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Motivation

I will try to motivate you with two scenarios
1) You accidentally black out at a party and

wake up in a field somewhere*.  You want to
know where you are**, what time it is***,
and figure out which way east is

2) You hear there is a comet that just became
very bright in the sky and you want to know
what the best time of night to view it is

**To within +/- 5 degrees of latitude

***The party might be over, in which case you might want to just go back to sleep until you can walk straight  

 *I do not condone drinking excessively , but realize this scenario might be more probable than a plane crash or
  escaping from a kidnap situation



Necessary Tools and More
• Earth Coordinates
• The Celestial Sphere and Sky Coordinates
• The North Star
• Measuring distances on the sky
• The Motion of Objects in the sky
• The Zodiac, Equionoxes, and Solstices
• Using the moon as a clock
• Different measures of time (solar/sidereal)



A Reminder About Earth

• The earth is almost a sphere
• We locate points on the sphere

with 3 coordinates
–  Latitude    (90º S -- 90º N)
–  Longitude (180º W -- 180º E)
–  Altitude (m above/below sea level)

• These are referred to as
Terrestrial Coordinates

*images taken from http://nationalatlas.gov/articles/mapping/a_latlong.html



•Longitude
–Prime Meridian* (0º E/W)
–International Dateline (180º E/W)

 *Prime Meridian passes through
   Royal Greenwich Observatory in London

Reference Points/Lines on Earth
•   Latitude

– North Pole  (+90º or 90º N)
– South Pole  (-90º or 90º S)
– Equator (0º N/S)
– Tropic of Capricorn (23º 26’ 22” S)
– Tropic of Cancer (23º 26’ 22” N)

North Pole

South Pole

Equator

Int. Dateline

Prime Meridian
*images taken from http://nationalatlas.gov/articles/mapping/a_latlong.html



Main Units in Astronomy

A   Circle         is    360 Degrees
A   Degree       is   60   Arcminutes
An Arcminute    is   60 Arcseconds

Thus, a Circle has

90º

90º 90º

90º

SYMBOLS
º  =  Degree
'   = Arcminute
''  = ArcSecond

360º x 60' x 60'' = 1,296,000''
1 º    1' 

On earth’s surface (at the equator):
1º ≈ 69 miles
1’  ≈ 1.15 miles
1'’ ≈ 100 feet



• The Earth’s Axis (imaginary line through north and south poles) is tilted by
αα  ~ 23º with respect to its axis of revolution about the sun

• Tilt gives rise to seasonsseasons  (earth is closer to sun in winter than in summer!)
• Revolution gives rise to a changing night skychanging night sky

Our Grid is Tilted and Rotates!

Summer

Fall
Winter

Spring

Summer
Night Sky

Winter
Night Sky

αα

- Axis of revolution
 1 revolution = 365 days

- Axis of rotation
 1 rotation = 1 day



Earth Rotation = Sky RotationEarth Rotation = Sky Rotation

• The stars in our sky are actually “fixed”
• They appear to move because of the earth’s rotation

- Earth rotates east
- Stars appear to move west

• They trace out circles around the axis of rotation
• This image was taken at Mauna Kea by leaving the

shutter open for a few hours; star trail pictures are
easy to do for any anybody with a nice camera!

Polaris - The North Star

Circumpolar Star
- “Around the Pole” star
- Does not set below horizon in the
  sky at a particular latitude

*image taken from http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap051220.html

Noncircumpolar Star
- Rises and sets at some time during
  the day or night

Horizon - where
the sky meets the earth



Finding Polaris: the North Star
• Polaris is nature’s compass
• Draw a line straight from Polaris to the

horizon with your finger and you will be
pointing toward geographic north*

• To find Polaris
1) Start at the two end stars of the big

dipper ladle 1. Merak and 2. Dubhe
2) Multiply their distance by 4 and

follow the line from 1 to 2 that
distance until you hit 3 Polaris

Image taken from http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Adventist_Youth_Honors_Answer_Book/Recreation/Backpacking

1
2

3

Note:
- Geographic North actually deviates slightly from Magnetic North, the direction of the north
magnetic pole of the earth. Don’t be confused if your compass doesn’t point exactly
towards the north star.
- The discrepancy varies with latitude.

*Only works if you can see the big dipper



Polaris: The Poor Man’s GPS
• Polaris can be used to determine

your latitude!
• Angle from Polaris to horizon is

your latitude

Image taken from http://lasp.colorado.edu/~bagenal/1010/images/latitude.jpg



Measuring Angles on the Sky

Image taken from http://www.astro.virginia.edu/class/oconnell/astr121/im/fingerangles.jpg

.5º

• We can measure angles on the sky using our hands and fingers

Moon is
about .5º in
angular
diameter



Position of Polaris

• Polaris stays in same spot
throughout the night

• We say it has the same
AltitudeAltitude and AzimuthAzimuth
throughout the nightthroughout the night

•• We can refer toWe can refer to  all stars andall stars and
objects with two anglesobjects with two angles
(Altitude, Azimuth)(Altitude, Azimuth)

•• These are These are Local CoordinatesLocal Coordinates
•• In Palo Alto, Polaris stays atIn Palo Alto, Polaris stays at

(+37.43, 0)(+37.43, 0)

Comparison to Terrestrial Coordinates
Latitude Altitude   (0º to 90º ; - is below horizon)
Longitude Azimuth  (0º is N, CW to 180ºS)

0º = Horizon

90º = Zenith

Azimuth

Altitude

          

For an observer located at some latitude and longitude



Limitations of Local Coordinates
• For an observer, all stars and

objects in sky besides North
and South Pole stars have
Altitude and Azimuth that are
constantly changing

• Two people at different spots
on earth will disagree about
Alt., Az. coordinates even if
they are looking at the same
object at the same time

Solution:
Use a coordinate system that is glued to the “fixed” stars
rather than a spot on earth



The Celestial Sphere
• The “Celestial Sphere” is an ancient concept dating back to the time

when we thought the earth was the center of universe
• It is a “gigantic” sphere glued to the stars
• Stars appear to rotate because sphere is rotating
• Sun, Planets, Comets, Asteroids all move on surface of sphere

Images taken from http://zebu.uoregon.edu/~imamura/121/images/sphere.gif



Coordinates on the Sphere
• Just like Terrestrial Coordinates on

earth, we define Celestial
Coordinates for the Celestial Sphere

• Stars and other things outside our
solar system have a particular
Right Ascension and Declination or
RA and DEC (almost constant)

• Earth’s Equator, North Pole, and
South Pole line up with the Equator
and North Pole, and South Pole, of
the Celestial Sphere

Right AscensionDeclinationCelestial

LongitudeLatitudeTerrestrial

East/WestNorth/SouthCoordinate System Ecliptic - extremely important
line along which planets and the
sun appear to move as viewed
from earth

Image taken from http://www.onr.navy.mil/focus/spacesciences/images/observingsky/celestialsphere.jpg



More about Celestial Coordinates
Right Ascension (RA or α)
 - Sometimes Referred to in Hours
 - 1 Hour = 15º
 - 0 - 360º or 0 - 24 Hours (h)
 - Why Hours?
    Because the sky rotates 360º in 24

hours of time. So in 1 hour of time,
sky appears to rotate by 15º.

Declination (DEC or δ)
 - 0º is Celestial Equator
 - +90º is Celestial North Pole
 -  -90º is Celestial South Pole

Note:  I will not cover how to
convert between local and
celestial coordinates. You can
either do the trigonometry or use
an online calculator.



Right Ascension and the Zodiac
The Ecliptic is:
The apparent path of the sun

across the heavens
The Zodiac is:
The ecliptic divided into 12

segments
- Each segment subtends 30º

or 2 h of RA
- Your zodiac “sign” is the

constellation that the sun
was in when you were born

Image taken from http://www.astrologyclub.org/articles/ecliptic/ecliptic2.gif

12 h RA - Libra the Scales 

0 h RA - Aries the Ram 

30º

*Note: Due to precession of Earth’s axis, the position of
the sun  in the zodiac constellations is actually shifting



The Zodiac and Seasons
• The plane of the Ecliptic is tilted by about

23º with respect to the Celestial Equator
• They intersect at two points

1. Vernal Equinox (Pisces 0 h RA)
2. Autumnal Equinox (Virgo 12 h RA)

• The Sun has its maximum declination at
3. Summer Solstice (Gemini 6 h RA)

• The Sun has its minimum declination at
4. Winter Solstice (Sagittarius 18 h RA)

• Below is a table showing the position of
the sun at each of the 4 points

*Image taken from http://www.astro.uiuc.edu/~kaler/celsph.html

1

23

4

+23º27'

6 h

Summer Solstice
(June 21)

0º

0 h

Spring Equinox
(March 21)

-23º27'0ºDEC

18 h12 hRA

Winter Solstice
(Dec. 21)

Autumn Equinox
(Sept. 21)

Very useful to know since we cannot see constellations when they’re behind the sun!!



Your Meridian and Hour Angle
Meridian
  - A great circle through the north

celestial pole and your zenith
  - Perpendicular to your horizon

Hour Angle (HA)
  - Angle between RA of object and

your meridian
  - 0 is at local meridian
  - Positive hour angle goes west
  - Negative hour angle goes east

*Image taken from http://members.aol.com/satrnpres1/astronomy/meridian.gif

Best time to observe a celestial object is when it has an hour angle
of 0 because light travels through least amount of air and lessens
atmospheric turbulence, extinction, and reddening



How it looks on the Sky

Meridian

Hour Angle of Arcturus



Getting to Know the Moon
• Phases of Moon Mnemonic:
       Waxes from West - Wanes from East
• Handedness depends on Hemisphere (North / South)
• Moon rises about 40 minutes later each night
• Terminator  - Great name for where shadow meets light on moon

Left Right

Right Left

*Image taken from Len Smith at SwordBearer.orgç



Moon As A Clock: Step 1
• Because Illumination of moon tells us Earth-Sun orientation, we can use

it as a clock!! *

1) Find the terminator
2) Match it to an hour

between 6PM-6AM
according to the diagram
on the right

3) Is it lit from West or
East?
  WEST - Setting time
  EAST - Rising time

* Yeah…. At night, this only
works when the moon is
visible which is only like half
of the night time per month

*Image taken from Len Smith at SwordBearer.orgç



Moon as a Clock Step 2
• Based upon the rise/set time, use the location of the moon in

the sky to guess the hour
– Pretend moon moves at 15°/hour from east to west

Quiz: What time is it?

The moon rose at ~5:00 am The moon will set at 3:00 am
~10° from east -> 5:40 am ~90° from west -> 9:00 pm

*Image staken from Len Smith at SwordBearer.orgç



Different Kinds of Time
• Because Earth revolves around

Sun as it rotates, time for Sun to
return to same altitude and
azimuth is not the same as that
taken for a distant star

T T   -  -  Local Solar Time
- Time based on motion of sun
- Local noon is when sun is at
  highest point in sky
- 1 Solar Day = 24 hours

T T     --    Local Sidereal Time
- Time based on motion of stars*
- Hour Angle of Vernal Equinox
- 1 Sidereal Day = 23:56:04

* Very close to; actually defined by diurnal motion of vernal equinox



HA = T  - RA

Using Sidereal Time
• Sidereal time, HA, and RA are

related by

• If we want to know the best time
to look at something in the night
sky, we figure out what sidereal
time it crosses meridian and what
solar time this corresponds to
– Websites of USNO, NASA,

etc. have sidereal time
calculators

– Buy a clock that displays
sidereal time

Movie showing a star while
being focused through a
telescope.  Atmosphere
makes the star dance.



Now we should be able to…

• Find the North Star and use it to determine
our latitude and cardinal directions

• Use the moon to tell time
– Note: if you’re familiar with the constellations,

you can do a much better job
• Determine when an object will cross your

meridian, allowing you to get the best view
of it
– Planets, comets, globular clusters, etc.



Come Learn and See More !

• Stanford Astronomical
Society (SAS*) has
telescope viewings and
star parties frequently

• Next one is at Stanford
Student Observatory on
Friday, April 24
– Learn spring constellations
– See Saturn through the

16” telescope
– Website has details

Image of Werner X on moon
taken with 16” scope

* Do we have a case of
name infringement with
SASS?


